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LABMODUL     DEPOTSKABE
Storage cabinet

LABMODUL     STORAGE CABINET
Storage cabinet put in a system

Spacious storage

High quality for daily use

Shelves can be moved per. 32 mm

Stylish design

Easy to clean
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Storage cabinet

STORAGE CABINET 
FOR STORAGE
In the storage cabinets, the space 
is optimally utilized with removable 
shelves or our DIN FlexModul®, 
which can be used for high flexibili-
ty and logistics systems in storage.

The interior design system DIN 
FlexModul® is the result of intensi-
ve development work to achieve 
maximum flexibility and systematic 
and safe storage with good clarity 
and order.

Our modular tray / baskets system 
can be used wherever optimized 
space usage and tidyness are 
required, and the system can be 
moved between cabinets, storage 
racks and mobile transport units.

Storage cabinets are offered with 
standard locks or system locks that 
fit the desired locking plan.

The cabinets are designed to 
withstand intensive use, and we 
therefore provide 10 year warranty 
on the hinges.
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Storage cabinet

Wide program
STORAGE CABINATS comes with 
a wide range of different interior 
design solutions, fronts and drawer 
hoods that fit exactly the desired 
function for the cabinet.

The cabinet modules can be equip-
ped with the DIN FlexModul system. 
This results in a greater efficiency in 
storage and a significantly better 
overview of the contents of the 
cabinets.

Trays are prepared for dividing 
rooms that attach the modules with 
ClipOn. They can be adjusted in 
intervals of 10 and 20 mm.

Likewise, the system includes sliding 
room divider that can be placed in 
all positions.

The pull-out trays can also be equip-
ped with end stops and fixation of 
the pull-out. 
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Storage cabinet

Storage for DIN 
modules
FlexModul® stands for modular flexi-
bility and high quality for absolutely 
clean storage units, for 60 cm wide 
cabinet modules.

Separator compartment is easily 
attached to the ClipOn fastening 
module and can be adjusted in 
intervals of 10 and 20 mm.
Likewise, sliding room divisions can 
be offered in all positions.

 The trays and baskets can of course 
be equipped with end stops for fixed 
withdrawals. It is also possible to add 
its own touch on the slopes, and 
baskets with text or company logo.

Advantage

  Separate rooms can be adapted 
to the content

  Integrated drawer stop

  Leakage secured

 Low weight

  ABS plastic, scratch resistant and 
shockproof

  Temperature resistant from
     -40 ° C to + 70 ° C

  Large selection of sharing options.
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Storage cabinet

Glass cabinet fronts
�■��Natural anodised 20 mm 

aluminum frame with 110° hinges

■��White powder coated 20 mm 
aluminum frame with 110° hinges

■��Laminate 60 mm frame  
with 270° hinges

■��Laminate 60 mm frame  
concealed 110° hinges

Handles
■���Standard logistics aluminum  

handles with inclined surface for  
for example Dymo strips.  
Width 190 mm

■������Handle in brushed stainless steel. 
Width 160 mm

■��� Handle in matt aluminium.  
Width 160 mm

Fronts
■���Heighpressure laminate
■���Compact laminate
■���Linolium
■���Corian
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Spectrum 
Yellow

Sun Blaze Red

Ultra  
Marine

Capri Vibrant 
Green

Blanc 
Polaire

Glacier Thistle Oceano

Pale Olive Lime Wasbi Chrome 
Yellow

White Terril

Glacier Blanc Polaire

Storage cabinet

Countertops
Material options
■��Laminate
■��Compact laminate
■��Stainless steel
■��Corian
■��Glass

Fronts
Materials 
■��Laminate
■��Compact laminate
■��Corian

Laminate colors

Laminate colors

Plinths
Two standard colors

 

Laminate colors

Tabletop�profiles

Compact laminate with Alu upturned edge

Postform

Trespa + laminate with Alu upturned edge

Epoxy Resin with bead

Polypropylen with bead

Stainless steel, with bead

Front edge

Ceramic with bead

Rear edge
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HSS-001 HSS-005 HSS-003 HSS-200

HSS-D-001 HSS-D-005 HSS-D-003 HSS-D-200

Storage cabinets - double

Storage cabinets

Cabinets SYSTEM
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Storage cabinet

ABS Grey PC transparant Wire basket, Coated

Fixed dividers Variable compartments
Removable dividers
for quick cleaning

Heights

Materials

Compartment

Størrelser

DIN-modul
600 x 400 mm

Half DIN-modul
300 x 400 mm

50 mm 100 mm 200 mm

See special catalog:
Mobile benches and Carts
Trays and Baskets

Trays and baskets

Trays and baskets can of course be equipped 
with limit switches for fixed withdrawals.

FlexModul® ISO formats stands for modular 
flexibility and high quality of absolute tidy 
storage in cabinet modules
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Cabinet shelves

Baskets and trays

System Cabinets 
ISO 60/40
SYSTEM CABINETS utilizes the space opti-
mally in the cabinet modules, either with 
removable shelves or our ISO FlexModul®, 
which is used for the highest degree of 
flexibility, efficiency and quality.

Universal application
The systems cabinets are the perfect 
solution for hospitals, pharmacies, medi-
cal practices and wherever hygienic and 
mobile storage is needed. 


